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Very good one. The issue for me - just too simple, I'm able to win everything with 60 stars average squad. I like this game. If
you like soccer, I think you will definitely enjoy this game.. So far loving it, no pay to play like people will tell you. You buy it,
that's all you pay.

Having played a couple of the series, this one gives you much more. Management - keep those players happy, train them, etc.
The matches are so much more involved as well. Spending 20-30 passes trying to work a shooting chance feels like playing the
Barcelona way.. Absolutely addictive. I recommend this game to everyone who prefers tactical considerations over action-
oriented, fast-paced gameplay. It almost feels like a strategy game sometimes: You take a good look at the pitch and carefully
decide how you want to make your attack happen, then you decide what to do with the ball at that particular moment. Oh damn,
my attacker wasn't fast enough to outrun this defender, time to step back and reconsider my approach.. addictive one more turn
game .. .good game but too easy
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Another addictive and underrated game, unique gameplay and very fun management system.

. Better than fm. Game decided to randomly crash in year 6 and now my save won't work. Won't bother starting again or playing
any New Star games in future. Don't buy!. Do you remember playing Sensible Soccer and Premier Manager in the 90s? Well,
this game is the modern day mashup of those. If you have played many mobile games you will be familiar with the progression
system in the game but it's all free here.

What is the game actually like? It's fun, alot of fun! Do you ever play management games and curse at the AI for playing
wrong? Well in this game you make the decisions. You pass the ball, you make the runs and you decide when to take a shot.

The real challenge is in making sure you make enough money to support your charge up the leagues. You can do this by selling
players and replacing them with cheaper options (promoted youth) or you can invest in the commercial side of things.

I would like to thank the developers for making this fun game because there is nothing out there quite like it.. Finally came to
PC. It's better than the mobile version. Very addictive. Stay away! :P. Crashy McCrash

This game can crash just about anywhere for just about any reason. Sometimes you go hours just fine, other times you will crash
6 times in a row trying to open a menu.. A really fun game. The game flows fairly quickly to action points (and in general) in
which you control the players. The action is great without being very demanding in regards to controls so its just as much
thinking about the situation. The managerial aspects are also good.

The managerial side involves hiring staff, building facillities and stadium and choosing which pack of cards you want after a
match. Cards handle everything from player training to physio boost and are directly linked to your staff and facillities. There is
a cooldown on cards and some have cost associated so training your player before a demanding fixture list isn't always worth it.

I recommend this highly.. doesnt work. i cant see the pitch or anything. im so♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
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